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Shams Al Ma'arif English

the shams al-ma'arif is truly a fascinating work on the nature of magic. translated with love and
accuracy, this edition of the shams al-ma'arif is a treat to behold for its astrological and magical

components as well as its deceptively simple layout. this edition of the shams al-ma'arif truly
provides the interested reader a new perspective on the teachings of the world's most respected
islamic scholar. for many, the most influential and austere grimoire of magic from the islamicate
world is the shams al-ma'arif or the sun of knowledge. inside this notorious book are many magic

squares which combine words and numbers which are believed to be the only true way to
communicate with angels and spiritual entities called jinn. a book that has been held in high regard
by many, up to this point it has not been translated into english- until now. joining wmit is the team
that undertook the task- scholar amina inloes and artist j.m. hamade. whether lovecraft actually had
access to this book i think is unimportant. after all, i did not see the book myself, or even know the
complete name of it when i saw the reaction it was capable of causing. if waite was english and his
work was capable of being known in new england, it is entirely possible that the shams al-maarif,

which is in the durham library in england, was also known in new england literary circles. for many,
the most influential and austere grimoire of magic from the islamicate world is the shams al-ma'arif
or the sun of knowledge. inside this notorious book are many magic squares which combine words
and numbers which are believed to be the only true way to communicate with angels and spiritual

entities called jinn. a book that has been held in high regard by many, up to this point it has not been
translated into english- until now. joining wmit is the team that undertook the task- scholar amina

inloes and artist j.m. hamade. 5ec8ef588b
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